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By Mobilus In Mobili - Women's March on Washington, CC BY-SA 2.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=55796823
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Rebecca Traister, Good and Mad. 
Key problem is white, heterosexual marriage—creates a community of interest
So people on the margins of society—those not involved in white, heterosexual 
marriage-- have more freedom and greater incentive to engage in activism

Cooper, Eloquent Rage: “The old adage is that all feminists are lesbians. So what if 
that’s true? Here’s the thing, and there’s really no straight way to say this.
Black feminism is and has always been a fundamentally queer project.”
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https://www.people-press.org/2018/08/09/an-examination-of-the-2016-electorate-
based-on-validated-voters/. (Pew)
Breakdown by marriage: Traister 2018 via Kipnis
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But note the strong American connection: Ito had studied at a university in New York, 
while Yamaguchi was the former bureau chief  of the Washington Office of TBS 
broadcasting
https://english.kyodonews.net/news/2020/01/f3ec08ee5ee5-ex-tv-reporter-appeals-
against-ruling-in-japan-metoo-case.html
https://english.kyodonews.net/news/2019/06/5fbad0a24182-feature-feminist-
scholar-calls-japans-gender-problem-human-disaster.html
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https://english.kyodonews.net/news/2019/06/5fbad0a24182-feature-feminist-scholar-calls-japans-gender-problem-human-disaster.html
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World Economic Forum
https://www.weforum.org/reports/the-global-gender-gap-report-2018
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https://japan-forward.com/a-tale-of-two-japans-does-wef-report-show-gender-gap-
or-data-manipulation/
https://giwps.georgetown.edu/the-index/   Japan ranked 29/153
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http://www.gender.go.jp/research/kenkyu/sankakujokyo/2018/pdf/2018_ir_pr.pdf
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https://survey.gov-online.go.jp/h30/h30-life/zh/z02-1.html   2018 国民生活に関す
る世論調査
Caveat: Women appear to be softer graders, or more mature, at least in the US
There may be a problem with different response patterns by men and women, as 
shown by women’s slightly higher evaluations of “anchoring vignettes” [GWN: that is, 
women are softer graders]: https://blogs.worldbank.org/impactevaluations/are-
women-really-happier-men-around-world-guest-post-mallory-montgomery
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https://survey.gov-online.go.jp/h30/h30-life/index.html
https://blogs.worldbank.org/impactevaluations/are-women-really-happier-men-around-world-guest-post-mallory-montgomery


Satisfaction with today’s lifestyle, 1963-2018
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There may be a problem with different response patterns by men and women, as 
shown by women’s slightly higher evaluations of “anchoring vignettes” [GWN: that is, 
women are softer graders]: https://blogs.worldbank.org/impactevaluations/are-
women-really-happier-men-around-world-guest-post-mallory-montgomery
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https://blogs.worldbank.org/impactevaluations/are-women-really-happier-men-around-world-guest-post-mallory-montgomery


(e.g. Nemoto 2016)
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https://www.brookings.edu/research/lessons-from-the-rise-of-womens-labor-force-
participation-in-japan/
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https://www.brookings.edu/research/lessons-from-the-rise-of-womens-labor-force-participation-in-japan/


Steel chapter in Steel ed. 2019 p. 37
NB: These are percentages, not absolute numbers •unlike Slide 25), but cf Gordon 
2017
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United Nations Population Fund
Cf. Raymo et al.
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http://honkawa2.sakura.ne.jp/2414.html. 同居比率
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パート ストレス
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Steel ed. Chapter 2--Akiyoshi
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Akiyoshi in Steel,ed 2019: 51
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Akiyoshi in Steel, ed 2019: 57
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https://www.vox.com/2014/5/7/5662608/in-different-area-codes
So women don’t spend a limited amount of free time having sex, but again seen as 
largely a source of personal rather than political concern
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https://www.oecd.org/els/family/SF_3_1_Marriage_and_divorce_rates.pdf; 
OECD Family Databasehttp://www.oecd.org/els/family/database.htmOECD -Social 
Policy Division -Directorate of Employment, Labour and Social Affairs
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https://data.oecd.org/emp/labour-force-participation-rate.htm
https://stats.oecd.org/index.aspx?queryid=54741
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https://countryeconomy.com/countries/compare/japan/france?sc=XE18
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WHO 2014  Global Status Report on alcohol and health esp Japan p. 267
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https-//ourworldindata.org/alcohol-consumption
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http://www.civitas.org.uk/content/files/crime_stats_oecdjan2012.pdf
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http://www.civitas.org.uk/content/files/crime_stats_oecdjan2012.pdf
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Source: OECD (2019), Gender, Institutions and Development Database, 
https://oe.cd/ds/GIDDB2019. 
StatLink http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/888933939712
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https://www.pinterest.com/pin/304274518549928522/
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https://www.ft.com/content/66c16b5e-d8b5-11e7-a039-c64b1c09b482
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https://poverty.ucdavis.edu/policy-brief/penalties-poverty-risks-drive-high-poverty-
united-states
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https://www.nippon.com/en/in-depth/d00522/the-two-tier-wage-structure-holding-
single-parent-families-back.html
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So my positive story has suddenly shown a lot of exceptions. Are prospects bleak?
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https://www.rieti.go.jp/jp/papers/contribution/yasashii11/04.html
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Because of Japan’s low divorce rate, more of these are first and enduring marriages

A rising tide of unmarried women could become a source of politicized anger
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https://www8.cao.go.jp/shoushi/shoushika/whitepaper/measures/w-
2017/29pdfhonpen/pdf/s1-2.pdf p. 12; PDF p. 4

Source of great concern and pressure, though not necessarily direct source of 
politicized anger
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https://www.jil.go.jp/press/documents/20160923.pdf
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Source: Cited in Raymo et al. Fuse, K. 2013. Demographic Research
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